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In the present note we prove, for a normed Riesz space, a parallel 
theorem to Nakano's theorem in the preceding section 33 (Note X, [1]). 
The parallel theorem is obtained if we replace orderbounded increasing 
sequences by normbounded increasing sequences in the hypotheses as well 
as in the conclusions. Furthermore, the connections will be investigated 
between the condition that every bounded linear functional is a normal 
integral and the condition that every norm closed ideal is a normal sub-
space. 
34. A parallel to Nakano's theorem 
In the preceding section (cf. Note X, [1]) the conditions (A, i)-(A, iv) 
for a normed Riesz space Le were introduced, as follows. 
(A, i) Un t 0 implies e(un) t 0, 
(A, ii) u .. t 0 implies e(u .. ) t 0, 
(A, iii) O<:un t < uo implies that {un} is a e-Oauchy sequence, i.e., every 
orderbounded increasing sequence in Le is a e-Oauchy sequence, 
(A, iv) O.;;;u .. t < u0 implies that {u .. } is a e-Oauchy net, i.e., every order-
bounded set in Le which is directed upwards is a e-Oauchy net. 
It was observed that (A, i) is equivalent to Le=Lg and also equivalent 
to L; =L:.e· Similarly, (A, ii) is equivalent to L; =L;.,.. Furthermore, the 
conditions (A, iii) and (A, iv) are equivalent. We now introduce four other 
conditions, labelled (B, i)-(B, iv), as follows. 
(B, i) Identical to (A, i), 
(B, ii) Identical to (A, ii), 
(B, iii) O<:un t with sup e(un)<oo implies that {un} is a e-Oauchy 
sequence, i.e., every normbounded increasing sequence in Le is a e-Cauchy 
sequence, 
(B,iv) O.;;;u .. t with supe(u .. )<oo implies that {u .. } is a e-Oauchy net, 
i.e., every normbounded set in Le which is directed upwards is a e-Cauchy net. 
The conditions (B, iii) and (B, iv) are equivalent, the proof being the 
same as for equivalence of (A, iii) and (A, iv). Furthermore, it is evident 
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that (B, iii) implies (A, iii). The space in Example 33.1 (i) satisfies 
(A, i) = (B, i) but not (A, ii) and (A, iii), so it does not satisfy (B, iii) 
either. On the other hand, if L~ is the space of all real continuous f(x on 
{x : 0 <X< I} with e(/) = n Ill dx, then L~ c satisfies (B, iii) but not 
(A, i) = (B, i). Hence, (B, i) and (B, iii) are independent. Also (B, iii) is 
properly stronger than (A, iii), even in the presence of (A, ii) = (B, ii). 
This is shown by taking for L~ the space (co) of all real null sequences 
with norm the ordinary uniform norm. 
Our first lemma parallels Lemma 33.3 in the preceding section, and 
the proof is also an exact parallel. 
Lemma 34.1. (i) If O.;;;uT t is a e-Cauchy net and en.} 0 is a 
sequence of positive numbers, then there exists a sequence {uT..} C {uT} such 
that uT,. t and 
for all n. Furthermore, any upper bound of the sequence {u,J is an upper 
bound of the net {u,} 
(ii) If every increasing e-Cauchy sequence has a norm limit, and O.;;;u .. t 
is a e-Cauchy net, then u=sup uT exists, and the sequence {uT..} which exists 
by (i) of the present lemma satisfies sup uT,. =U=sup uT. Furthermore, 
(!(U-UT)--+ 0. 
(iii) If every normbounded increasing sequence has a least upper bound, 
and O.;;;u .. t is a e-Cauchy net, then u=sup uT exists, and the sequence 
{uTJ which exists by (i) of the present lemma satisfies sup u .. ,. =U=sup uT. 
We will prove now a theorem which parallels the general form of 
Nakano's theorem as presented in Theorem 33.4 of Note X. The parallel 
is obtained if we replace order boundedness by norm boundedness for 
any increasing sequence occurring in the statement of Nakano's theorem. 
Theorem 34.2. The following conditions (ex), ({J), (y) on the space 
L 11 are mutually equivalent. 
(ex) Any normbounded increasing sequence in Le has a least upper bound 
(i.e., O<;;;un t with sup e(un)<oo implies that sup Un exists; weak Fatou 
property); furthermore, (A, i) = (B, i) holds (i.e., Un t 0 implies e(un) t 0). 
({J) Every normbounded increasing sequence in Le has a norm limit. 
(y) Any normbounded set in Le which is directed upwards has a least 
upper bound (i.e., O.;;;uTt with supe(u .. )<oo implies that supuT exists); 
furthermore, (A, ii) = (B, ii) holds (i.e., UT t 0 implies e(uT) t 0). 
Observe that ({J) can also be expressed by saying that (B, iii) holds and 
that every increasing e-Cauchy sequence has a norm limit. 
If Lesatisfies one (and hence each) of (ex), ({J), (y), then Leis norm complete, 
super Dedekind complete and perfect (we recall that perfectness means that 
L 11 = (L11);:J. 
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Proof. The proof of (ex) ==;. (/3) ==;. (y) ==;.(ex) is almost the same as in 
Theorem 33.4, using now of course Lemma 34.1 instead of Lemma 33.3. 
Assume now that Le satisfies (ex), (/3), (y). It follows from (ex) that 
Le has the Riesz-Fischer property (i.e., if Un > 0 for n= 1, 2, ... and 
1e(un)<oo, then 1un exists), soLe is norm complete by Theorem 26.3 
in Note VIII. Furthermore, if Le satisfies the conditions of the present 
theorem, then Le surely satisfies the conditions of Theorem 33.4, so 
Le is super Dedekind complete. 
Finally, for the perfectness proof, we have to show by Theorem 28.4 
in Note VIII that 0{(Lg);;}={0} and that O,;;;u-r t with sup <p(u-r)<oo for 
every 0 < <p E (Lg);; implies the existence of sup u-r. For the first condition, 
note that L; =L: since Leis norm complete, so (Lg);; =L;n. But L;,n =L: 
by (A, ii) - (B, ii), hence 0{(Lg);;}= 0(L:) = {0}. For the second condition, 
let 0 < u-r t with sup <p(u-r) < oo for every 0 < <p E (Lg);; = L:. Then, by 
the Banach-Steinhaus theorem, we have sup e(u-r) < oo, and hence sup u-r 
exists by (y). This completes the proof. 
The two hypotheses in condition (ex) of Theorem 34.2 are independent, 
as may be illustrated by the same list of examples of normed Riesz spaces 
as in Example 33.6. Next, we observe that the sequence space (co) of 
all real null sequences (with the uniform norm) satisfies all the conditions 
of Theorem 33.4, but not those of the present Theorem 34.2; in particular, 
the condition (B, iii) is not satisfied. Hence, although (co) is in addition 
norm complete, and although (co)* =h satisfies also the conditions of 
Theorem 33.4, all this is not yet sufficient to imply that (B, iii) holds. 
It is now interesting to raise the question what happens if we add to 
the conditions of Theorem 33.4 not only the condition of norm completeness, 
but also the condition of perfectness. It turns out that in this case the 
conditions of Theorem 34.2 hold. The details follow. 
Theorem 34.3. (i) If Le satisfies (A, i) and Leis perfect, then Leis 
a-Dedekind complete, i.e., Le satisfies all conditions of Theorem 33.4. 
(ii) If Le satisfies (A, i) and Le is perfect, then Le satisfies the conditions 
of the preceding Theorem 34.2 if and only if Le is norm complete. 
Proof. (i) The space {(Le);;}~ is Dedekind complete (cf. Theorem 
18.4 in Note VI), and any normal subspace of a Dedekind complete space 
is again Dedekind complete, so Lnn = (Lg);;;; is Dedekind complete. Hence, 
since Le=Lnn by hypothesis, the space Le is Dedekind complete. 
(ii) Any space, satisfying the conditions of Theorem 34.2, is norm 
complete. Assume, conversely, that Le satisfies (A, i) and Le is perfect 
as well as norm complete. In order to prove that condition (ex) of Theorem 
34.2 holds, it is sufficient to show that 0 < Un t with sup e(un) < oo implies 
the existence of sup Un. Since the conditions of Theorem 33.4 hold by 
part (i) of the present theorem, we have in particular that (A, ii) holds, 
i.e., L:.n=L:. Also, L; =L; since L is norm complete. Hence (Le);; =L:.n= 
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= L;. But then 0 < Un t with sup e(un) < 00 implies that sup <p(Un) < 00 
for every 0 < <p E (Lg)';:, and by the perfectness of Lf! it follows that sup Un 
exists (cf. Theorem 28.4 in Note VIII). This is the desired result. 
The Riesz space Le of all real sequences with only a finite number 
of nonzero terms, and with e the uniform norm, is an example where 
(A, i) is satisfied and Le is perfect, but Le is not norm complete. 
35. More about the case that L; =L:.n; norm closed ideals 
We assume, as in the preceding sections, that Le is a normed Riesz 
space, and we recall the condition (A, ii), introduced in those sections. 
The space Le satisfies {A, ii) if UT + 0 implies e(uT) + 0. Equivalently, 
Lf! satisfies (A, ii) whenever L; =L:,n, i.e., whenever every bounded linear 
functional on Le is a normal integral. We will prove now, first of all, 
that (A, ii) implies the Egoroff property. The proof is similar to the 
proof of Theorem 31.11 (ii) in Note X, where it was shown that the 
existence of a strictly positive normal integral on Le implies the Egoroff 
property, and actually Theorem 31.11 (ii) follows easily from the theorem 
which will be proved now. Indeed, if <pis a strictly positive normal integral 
on the Riesz space L, then e(/) = <p( If I) is a norm on L satisfying the con-
clition (A, ii). 
Theorem 35.1. If Lf! satisfies the condition (A, ii), i.e., if uT {, 0 
implies e(uT) + 0, then Le has the Egoroff property. 
Proof. Let O.;;;;u E Le and 0<Unk h u for n= 1, 2, .... For every 
pair of indices (m, n) we determine an index j(m, n) such that 
e(u-un.J(m,n)) ,;;;;m-1. 2-n, 
and evidently we may assume that j(m, n) is increasing as m increases. 
For m fixed and a=(n1, ... , np), let u" be the greatest lower bound of 
the Un,J(m,n) with n = n1, ... , np. Then 
(1) 0 < e(u- Ua) < Ln e(u- Un,j(m,n)) ,;;;;m-1 
for every a. The set {ua} is directed downwards, and writing V = {v : v < u" 
for all a}, we have u"-v fa.v 0 by Lemma 33.7 in Note X, so (A, ii) yields 
(2) e(u(J-v) + 0. 
Combining (1) and (2), we obtain the existence of an element Wm E V 
such that e(u-wm)<2m-1. 
Now, let Zl=sup (w1, ... , wl) for l= 1, 2, .... Since Wm<Un,J(m,n) <Un,J(l,n) 
for all nand form= 1, ... , l, we have Zl<Un,J(l,n) for all n. Furthermore, 
zz t .;;;;u and e(u-zl)<e(u-wl)<2l-1 for every l, so e(u-z1) {, 0. This 
shows that u-zl {, 0, so Zl t u. The sequence {zl} satisfies, therefore, all 
conditions required for the Egoroff property. 
The next problem we investigate is to what extent condition (A, ii) 
implies the existence of strictly positive bounded linear functionals. 
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Theorem 3 5. 2. If Le satisfies the condition (A, ii) and A is a principal 
ideal in Le (i.e., an ideal generated by a single nonzero element), then there 
exists a positive bounded linear functional rp on Le such that rp is strictly 
positive on A. Observe that rp is a normal integral on Le in view of (A, ii). 
Proof. Let O<uo E Le, and let A =Ae be the principal ideal generated 
by u0 • Observe that (! is on Ae a norm satisfying the condition (A, ii). 
Now, let {rpT} be a maximal disjoint system in A; such that all rpT have 
their norm equal to unity, and let OT be the carrier of f/JT for each-,;, Since 
the elements f/JT are disjoint normal integrals on Ae, we have that the 
carriers OT are disjoint (cf. Theorem 31.2 (ii) in Note IX). Let B be the 
ideal in Ae generated by the system {OT}, and assume that 0 < v E Ae and 
v j_ B. Then there exists 0<;,.1p EA;, such that 1f(V)=1 and 1p=O on B 
(cf. Corollary 19.4 in Note VI), so the null ideal N"' of 1p satisfies N"' ') OT 
for all r, i.e., 1p j_ rpT for all -,; (again by Theorem 31.2 (ii) in Note IX). 
This contradicts the maximality of {rpT}, and it follows, therefore, that 
the ideal B is order dense in Ae. This implies that 
uo=sup (v : v E B, v<;,.uo), 
and so, since (A, ii) holds, there exists a sequence Vn E B such that 
0 < Vn t u0 • Each Vn in this sequence is a finite sum (or, equivalently, a 
finite supremum) of elements in the OT; hence, the total number of OT 
occurring thus in all Vn together is at most countable. Now, assume that 
OT, does not occur in this manner, and let O<vo E or,· Then Vo j_ Vn for 
all n, and so vo j_ sup Vn, i.e., vo j_ uo. This contradicts the fact that uo 
generates the whole of Ae. It follows that the number of indices -,; is at 
most countable, so let {Tr} = {rp1, f/!2, ... }. Then f/!A = "2,"[" 2-nf/!n is a strictly 
positive bounded linear functional on Ae. Extending f/!A as a positive 
bounded linear functional to the whole of Le, which is possible by Theorem 
19.2 in Note VI, we obtain the desired functional rp. 
Corollary 35.3. If Le satisfies the condition (A, ii) and Le has a 
finite or countable order basis, then there exists a strictly positive bounded 
linear functional rp on Le, and hence ).(f)= e(/) + rp( I fl) is now a strictly 
monotone norm on Le (i.e., O<;,.u1<U2 implies ).(ui)<A(u2)) such that). 
and (! are equivalent norms. 
Proof. Let {un:n=1,2, ... } be an order basis for Le. We may 
assume that Un > 0 for all n and that Um > Un for m > n. If f/!n is now a 
positive bounded linear functional of unit norm on Le which is strictly 
positive on the ideal generated by Un, then rp = "',n 2-nf/!n is bounded and 
strictly positive on Le. 
We observe that Theorem 35.1 (i.e., (A, ii) implies the Egoroff property) 
could also have been proved by combining Theorem 31.11 (ii) and 
Theorem 35.2. A direct proof of Theorem 35.1, however, is more natural. 
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Finally, if Le satisfies (A, ii) but Le has no countable order basis, then 
there does not necessarily exist a strictly positive bounded linear functional 
on Le. By way of example, let X be an uncountable point set, and let 
Le consist of all real f(x) on X with f(x) + 0 for at most countably many x 
and with f(x) tending to zero, with e the uniform norm. 
Corollary 35.4. If Le satisfies the condition (A, ii), then Leis super 
Dedekind complete if and only if Le satisfies the condition that, for any pair 
of sequences 0 < Un t and 0 < Vn .} such that Un < Vn for all n, there exists 
u E Le such that Un < u < Vn for all n. 
Proof. If Le is super Dedekind complete, the element u=sup Un 
satisfies the above condition. Assume, conversely, that Le satisfies (A, ii) 
and the above condition. In order to prove that Le is super Dedekind 
complete, it is sufficient by Nakano's theorem (cf. Theorem 33.4 in Note 
X) to prove that Le is a-Dedekind complete. For that purpose, let 
0 < Un t < u0 • Let A be the principal ideal generated by u0, and let cp 
be a strictly positive bounded linear functional on A (cf. Theorem 35.2). 
Finally, let {vn} be a decreasing sequence from V = {v : v>un for all n} 
such that inf cp(vn) =inf (cp(v) : v E V). By hypothesis there exists u E Le 
such that Un < u < Vn for all n. It is evident that u is an upper bound of 
{un}, and the proof will be complete if we show that u=sup Un. Assume 
that, for some v E Le, we have Un < v < u < Vn for all n. Then v E V and 
so cp(v)>infcp(vn), and V<U<Vn implies cp(v)<cp(u)<infcp(vn)· Hence 
cp(v)=cp(u)=infcp(vn), and so cp(u-v)=O, i.e., u=v. This shows that 
u=sup Un. 
We turn our attention to norm closed ideals in Le. The first theorem 
in this direction supplements Lemma 22.1 in Note VII, where it was 
proved that the norm closure of any ideal in Le is again an ideal. It should 
be noted that the norm closure of an ideal is not always a normal subspace, 
as shown by the example that Le =Zoo and the ideal A in Le is the space 
(c0 ). The ideal A= (co) is norm closed, but A is not a normal subspace 
of Le=l00 • Conversely, however, every normal subspace of any normed 
Riesz space is always norm closed, and this is what we will prove first. 
Theorem 35.5. Every normal subspace of Le is norm closed. 
Proof. Let A be a normal subspace of Le, let fn E A for n= 1, 2, ... 
and eUn-g)-+ 0 as n-+ =for some g E Le. We have to show that g EA. 
Since fn+, In- E A for all n, and since e(fn+-g+) and eUn--g-) are 
majorized by eUn-g), we may assume that g and all fn are positive. 
Writing gn=inf(fn,g), we have e(gn-g)<eUn-g)-+0, and gnEA, 
0 < gn < g for all n. Then hn =sup (g1, ... , gn) satisfies hn E A for all n and 
O<..hn t <g, so O<g-hn<g-gn, which implies e(g-hn)-+ 0. But then 
we have g=sup hn by Lemma 26.1 in Note VIII, and since A is a normal 
subspace, it follows that g EA. 
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As observed above, it is not true in every normed Riesz space Le that 
any norm closed ideal is always a normal subspace. Hence, the following 
theorem is also of some interest. 
Theorem 35.6. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) Every norm closed ideal in Le is a normal subspace, 
(ii) For every 0<; rp E L; the null ideal N'P of rp is a normal subspace, 
(iii) Every order dense ideal in Le is norm dense. 
Proof. If A is an arbitrary ideal in Le, then {A} will denote the 
normal subspace generated by A, and A the norm closure of A. 
(i) ==;.- (ii) Evident, if we observe that for any 0<; rp E L; the null 
ideal N 'P is norm closed. 
(ii) ==;.-(iii) Assume that A is an ideal in Le such that {A}=Le but 
A =F Le. If f is an element of Le which is not in A, then one at least of 
f+ and f-, say f+, is not in A. Hence, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, 
there exists 1Jl E L; such that 1f1(/+) > 0 and 1Jl = 0 on A. But then rp = 1Jl+ 
satisfies 0 < rp E L;; rp(f+) > 1Jl(/+) > 0 and rp = 0 on A. It follows that A C N"', 
so in view of the hypothesis that N"' is a normal subspace we obtain 
from A C N"' that Le ={A} C {N "'} = N "'' But then rp is identically zero, 
which contradicts rp(/+) > 0. 
(iii) =* (i) Let A be a norm closed ideal and AP its disjoint com-
plement. Then A EB AP is order dense (since Le is Archimedean; cf. 
Theorem 29.10 in Note IX), so A EB AP is norm dense by hypothesis. 
Assume now that O<u E {A}. Since A EB AP is norm dense we have that 
e(u-nn)----* 0 for some sequence Un E A EB AP. Replacing Un by inf (u, un+), 
which is also an element of A EB AP, improves the norm convergence, 
so we may just as well assume that 0 < Un < u for all n. Since 1£ E {A}= APP, 
we have u _lAP, and so Un _lAP for all n. On the other hand Un E A EB AP. 
Hence Un E A for all n. It follows now from Q( u-Un) ----* 0 that u E A= A. 
This shows that A= {A}. 
Observe that the properties in this theorem are invariant under transition 
to an ideal of Le. More precisely, if Le has the properties of Theorem 35.6 
and Be is an ideal in Le, then every norm closed ideal in Be is a normal 
subspace of Be or, alternatively, for every 0 < rp E B; the null ideal N"' 
of rp is a normal subspace of Be. Indeed, if O<;rp E B; is given, there exists 
0<1Jl E L; such that 1Jl=rp on Be. Then N"'=N'P n Be and N'P is a normal 
subspace of Le. Hence, N"' is a normal subspace of Be. 
Theorem 35.7. If Le satisfies the condition (A, ii), i.e., if u, {, 0 
implies e(u,) {, 0, then every norm closed ideal in Le is a normal subspace. 
In other words, (A, ii) implies all the conditions in the preceding Theorem 35.6. 
Proof. Let A be a norm closed ideal in Le, and let O<u, t u in LQ 
such that u, E A for all r. All we need to show is that u EA. Since 
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u-uT.} 0, we have e(u-uT) .} 0 by (A, ii), and in view of uT E A for all -r 
this shows that u is in the norm closure of A, i.e., u EA. 
The question is now what can be inferred in the converse direction if 
it is given that every norm closed ideal in Le is a normal subspace. It 
will be shown first that every normbounded integral is then a normal 
integral. We will even look at the connection between integrals and 
normal integrals in a more general context, leaving the feature of norm 
boundedness out of consideration for a moment. We recall that if the 
Riesz space L is given, then L';' and its disjoint complement L";' are the 
normal sub spaces of all integrals and all singular functionals respectively; 
hence, L~ =L';' E8 L";'. Similarly, L";; and its disjoint complement L;. are 
the normal subspaces of all normal integrals and of all functionals which 
are singular with respect to normal integrals, and again L~ = L";; E8 L";;.. 
It is evident that L";; C L';' and L;. :J L";', and it follows easily that each 
cp E L~ has a unique decomposition cp=cpn+f[Jc,sn+cps with cpn E L";;, 
cp8 E L";' and ffJc,sn E L';' () L;,. We will prove now that if Lis Archimedean, 
then the null ideal of f[Jc,sn is always order dense in L. This result has 
important consequences in several directions, and we shall come back 
to it later, but for the moment we shall be content to specialize to the 
case that L=Le is normed and f[Jc.sn is norm bounded. 
Theorem 35.8. (i) If Lis Archimedean and cp EL';' () L;,, then the 
null ideal of cp is order dense. 
(ii) If in the normed Riesz space Le every norm closed ideal is a normal 
subspace and if cp E L; () L;_c () L;,sn, then cp is identically zero. Hence, 
every normbounded integral is now a normal integral. 
Proof. (i) For the purposes of the present proof we may assume 
that cp is positive, so 0 < cp E L';' n L;;,. The null ideal of cp will be denoted 
by N and the carrier of cp by 0. Assume now that 0 c;F {0}, and denote 
the restriction of cp to 0 by cpc. Then cpc is a strictly positive integral 
on 0, and so cpC is a normal integral on 0 by Theorem 31.11 (ii) in Note X. 
The functional cpC has a positive linear extension to the whole of L 
(namely, the extension cp), and hence the smallest positive linear extension 
1p to L is, according to Theorem 30.6 (ii) in Note IX, a normal integral 
on L. In other words, 0<1fJ<cp on L with 1p normal, and 1p=cpc on 0. 
Since 1p E L";; and cp E L;;,, we have 1p j_ cp, and so it follows from 0<1p<cp 
that 1p is identically zero on L. But then cpc is identically zero on 0, 
contradicting the strict positivity of cpC on 0. It follows that 0 = {0} and 
so, since N E8 0 is order dense in L (note that here we use that L is 
Archimedean), we obtain the desired result that N is order dense in L. 
(ii) Let O<cp E L; () L;,c () L;,.n, i.e., cp is a positive bounded linear 
functional on Le such that cp is an integral, but singular with respect to 
normal integrals. By part (i) of the present theorem the null ideal N 
of cp is order dense, and on account of cp E L; we have that N is norm 
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closed. Hence, by hypothesis, N is an order dense normal subspace, i.e., 
N =L0• It follows that q; is identically zero. 
Theorem 35. 9. The following conditions on L 0 are mutually equivalent. 
(eX) L 0 satisfies condition (A, ii), i.e., uT ~ 0 implies e(uT) t 0, 
({3) L 0 satisfies condition (A, i), i.e., Un t 0 implies e(un) t 0, and in 
addition every norm closed ideal is a normal subspace, 
(y) Le has so many normbounded integrals that O(L;,.)={O}, and in 
addition every norm closed ideal is a normal subspace, 
(15) Le has the Egoroff property, and in addition every norm closed ideal 
is a normal subspace, 
(e) If q;, 1p E L: and q; j__ 1p, then the carriers 0"' and 0"' satisfy 0"' j__ 0"', 
and in addition every norm closed ideal is a normal subspace. 
Proof. If Le satisfies condition (A, ii), then every norm closed ideal 
is a normal subspace by Theorem 35.7. Furthermore, since (A, ii) is 
equivalent to L:=L;,.=L;,,., we have O(L;,.)=O(L:) ={0}. The space L 0 
has the Egoroff property by Theorem 35.1. Finally, since L: =L;,,., we 
have that q;, 1p E L: and q; j__ 1p implies 0"' j__ 0"' by Theorem 31.2 (ii) in 
Note IX. All this together shows that (eX) implies ({3), (y), (15), (e). 
Conversely, let ({3) hold. Since (A, i) is equivalent to L: =L;,., every 
bounded linear functional on L 11 is now an integral and, as shown in the 
preceding theorem, any normbounded integral is normal; hence, L: 
consists only of normal integrals. In other words, (eX) holds. 
Next, assume that (y) holds. All we have to prove is that L: consists 
only of integrals, since again it follows from the preceding theorem that 
every normbounded integral is normal. Hence, assume that O.;;;q; EL;, 3 = 
=L: ("' L;:,. We have to prove that q; is identically zero. Since q; j__ 1p 
for every 1p E t;,., the carrier 0"' of q; satisfies 0"' C N"' for every 1p E L;,. 
by Theorem 31.2 (i) in Note IX. In other words, iff E 0"', then 1fJ(Ifl) = 0 
for every 1pEL: .•. But then, on account of O(L;,.)={O}, we have f=O. 
Hence 0"'= {0}, and observing that N"' ffi 0"' is order dense and N"' = {N"'}, 
we obtain that N"'=L0 , so q; is identically zero. 
Now assume that (d) holds, and let again O.;;;q; E L: .•. If q;=q;c+f/J8 is 
the unique decomposition of q; into an integral and a singular functional, 
then fPc is identically zero, i.e., for any O.;;;u E L 11 we have 
min (lim q;(un) : 0<Un t u) = q;c(u) = 0 
by Theorem 20.6 in Note VI. The minimum is attained since L 11 has the 
Egoroff property. Hence, for any O.;;;u E Lll, there exists a sequence 
0 < Un t u such that q;(un) = 0 for all n. This shows that the null ideal 
N"' of q; is order dense, and hence N"'=L11 since N"' is a normal subspace. 
It follows again that q; is identically zero. 
Finally, assume that (e) holds. Then L:, when considered as an ideal 
in r;, satisfies the conditions imposed upon the ideal Bin Theorem 32.11 
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of Note X. Hence, the ideal D generated by LIJ in (L;r:;; = (L;)! is a 
Dedekind completion of LIJ. It follows then from Theorem 32.10 of Note X 
that L; C L;:n, i.e., L; consists only of normal integrals. This is equivalent 
to condition (A, ii). 
Corollary 35.1 0. If e* is the norm on L;, then e* satisfies condition 
(A, ii), i.e., rp"' {, 0 implies e*(rp.,.} {, 0, if and only if every norm closed ideal 
in L; is a normal subspace of L;. 
We finally observe that if LIJ is norm complete and satisfies (A, ii}, 
then L;' =L; =L;.n, and so every element of L;' is now a normal integral. 
If, however, Le satisfies (A, ii) but Le is not norm complete, then it may 
very well happen that L;' contains nonzero singular elements. By way 
of example, let LIJ be the space of all bounded sequences with e{f) = 
= !i"' 2-n Jf(n)j. 
36. Ideals in L; 
As in the preceding section, let LIJ be a normed Riesz space, and L; 
its Banach adjoint space. If B is an arbitrary ideal in L;, then the 
norm closure of B is again an ideal by Lemma 22.1 in Note VII, and 
the weak * closure (l.B)l. of B is a normal subspace by Theorem 24.1 
in Note VII, and hence it is a weak * closed ideal. 
We will consider now in L; the collections of all norm closed ideals, 
all normal subspaces and all weak* closed ideals respectively. By Theorem 
35.5 every normal subspace is norm closed, and by the remark above every 
weak * closed ideal is a normal subspace. Summarizing, we have 
weak * closed ideal =* normal subspace =* norm closed ideal. 
It follows from Corollary 35.10 that the collection of all norm closed 
ideals is identical to the collection of all normal subspaces if and only 
if L; satisfies condition (A, ii). We will prove now that the collections 
of all normal subspaces and all weak * closed ideals are identical if and 
only if Le satisfies condition (A, ii). 
Lemma 36.1. Let every normal subspace of L; be weak * closed, i.e., 
closed in the a(L;, Le) topology, and let A be a?J ideal in Le. Then every 
normal subspace of A* is weak * closed, i.e., closed in the a( A*, A) topology. 
Proof. We have L; =Al.EB (Al.)P and, according to the results in 
section 30 of Note IX, the space (Al.)P is isomorphic as a Riesz space 
to A*. This implies that, for any O.;;;rp E (Al.)P, we have rp=(rpA)m, where 
q;A is the restriction of rp to A and ( q;A )m is the smallest positive linear 
extension of q;A to Le. Hence 
(1) rp(u)=(rpA)m(u)=sup (rp(v): O..;;v.;;;u, v EA) 
for any 0 < u E Lfl by Theorem 30.4. 
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Let P be a normal subspace of (AL)v. Since Pis also a normal subspace 
of L;, we have that P is a(L;, L 0 ) closed, and hence P is a((AL)v, Le) 
closed. We have to prove, however, that P is a((Al.)v, A) closed. For 
that purpose, assume that 1p E (AL)P, but 1p not in P. Since Pis a((Al.)v, Le) 
closed, there exists f E Le such that 1p(f) ¥:-0 and x(f) = 0 for all x E P. 
It follows easily that I "PI (If!)> I"P(f)l > 0 and x(ifl) = 0 for all x E P, On 
account of O<I"PI E (AL)P the formula (1) holds for rp=I"PI and u=i/1, 
and this shows the existence of O<;v E A such that I"PI(v)>O and x(v)=O 
for all x E P. Finally, since I"PI(v) =sup (1p(g) : lgl <;v), it is evident that 
for some g E A we have 1p(g) ¥:-0 and x(g) = 0 for all x E P. This shows 
that P is a((AL)P, A) closed. 
Theorem 3 6. 2. The space Le satisfies condition (A, ii), i.e., ur.} 0 
implies e(ur) .} 0, if and only if every normal subspace of L; is weak * closed. 
Proof. Assume first that Le satisfies condition (A, ii), and let B be 
a normal subspace of L;_ In order to prove that B is weak * closed, 
assume that rp E L;, but rp not in B. Then rp = rp1 + rp2 with rp1 E B and 
rp2 E Bv, 9?2 ¥:-0. It follows that tp2+, tp2- E BP and one at least of them, 
say rp2+, is nonzero. Since Le satisfies (A, ii), all elements of L; are normal 
integrals, and so the carriers of rp2+ and rp2- are disjoint and both contained 
in LB= 0 B. In addition, since tp2+¥:-0, the carrier of rp2+ contains an 
element u>O. Then 1p(u)=O for all 1pEB, but 
rp(u) = tp1(u) + tp2(u) = tp2(u) = tp2+(u)- 9?2-(u) = tp2+(u) > 0. 
This shows that B is weak * closed. 
Assume now, conversely, that every normal subspace of L; is weak 
*closed. Let O<;rp EL; and O<;u ELe be such that rp(u)>O. Denote by 
Au the ideal in Le generated by u, and denote by fP the normal subspace 
of A! generated by rpA, where rpA is the restriction of rp to Au. Then, by 
the preceding lemma, ([>P is a( A!, A.,) closed and rpA is not in ([>P, so there 
exists f E Au such that rpA(f) ¥:-0 and 1pA(f) = 0 for all "PA E fPv. But then 
rpA(Ifl) > 0 and "PA(Ifl) = 0 for all 1pA E fPv, and since Ill E Au (i.e., 1/1 < nu 
for some natural number n) there exists 0 < v < u such that rpA( v) > 0 and 
"PA(v)=O for all "PA EA! satisfying "PAl_ rpA. But then also rp(v)>O, and 
1p(v) = 0 for all 1p E L; satisfying 1p l_ rp. Hence, it has been proved that 
(*) if 0<; tp E L; and O<;u E Le are such that rp(u)>O, then there exists 
0 < v < u such that rp(v) > 0 and 1p(v) = 0 for all 1p E L; satisfying 1p l_ rp. 
This permits us to prove that the ideal D generated by Le in (L;r;; is a 
Dedekind completion of Le, exactly as in Theorem 32.11 of Note X 
(proof modelled after the proof of Theorem 28.2 (ii) in Note VIII). But 
then, by Theorem 32.10 in Note X, L; consists exclusively of normal 
integrals, and this is equivalent to stating that Le satisfies condition (A,ii). 
Corollary 36. 3. The collection of all norm closed ideals in L; is 
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identical to the collection of all weak * closed ideals in· L; if and only if L 11 
and L; both satisfy the condition (A, ii). 
Some final remarks. If Le is L1(X, fl}, where fl is a countably additive 
measure in X such that L 1(X, fl) is infinite dimensional, in particular if 
Le is the sequence space lr, then Le satisfies (A, ii) but L; does not. If Le is 
L00(X, fl), in particular if Le is the sequence space l00 , then Le does not 
satisfy (A, ii), but L; satisfies (A, ii). Since L; is Dedekind complete, 
it is sufficient to show that L; satisfies condition (A, i), i.e., that cpn {, 0 
implies e*(cpn} t 0. Observe that, for O<:cp1, cp2 E L;, we have e*(cpl +cp2}= 
= e*(cp1) + e*(cp2} as follows easily from the facts established in Lemma 
22.2 of Note VII. Hence, if cpn {, 0, then {cpn} is a e*-Cauchy sequence. 
This sequence has a limit in L;, and by Lemma 26.1 in Note VIII the 
limit is zero. Hence e*(cpn} {, 0. Similarly, if Le is the space of all real 
continuous functions on {x : O<;x< 1}. 
Finally, we point out already that if Le is reflexive, then every norm 
closed ideal B in L; is weak * closed. Indeed, since B is a norm closed 
subspace, B is also closed in the weak topology of L;. But weak and 
weak * topology in L; coincide on account of the reflexiveness of Le, 
and so B is weak * closed. Hence, if Le is reflexive, then Le and L; both 
satisfy the condition (A, ii). The sequence space Le = (c0), with the uniform 
norm, is an example where Le and L; satisfy (A, ii), but Le =(co) is not 
reflexive. 
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